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Institutions himpun pemekonan (LHP) is an appellation that has been adapted for language local wisdom and local which means agency consultation village (BPD) set in a bylaw kabupaten lampung west number 13 year 2006 on the arrangement of organizations and work systems himpun pemekonan institutions. Institutions himpun pemekonan has the authority in forming pekon regulation. Problems in this research viz: (1) how exercise of authority institutions himpun pemekonan in the formation of regulation pekon in pekon puralaksana and (2) what are barriers institutions himpun pemekonan in the formation of regulation pekon in pekon puralaksana, kecamatan way tenong, kabupaten lampung west.

Methods used in this research is empirical juridical. The data collected is primary and secondary data. The primary data was obtained from observation and interviews with an informant who has been set, while secondary data acquired through study literature available. The data were analyzed both qualitatively and descriptive set.

The result showed that: (1) authority lhp in forming village regulations on pekon puralaksana in way tenong lampung western district based on by the district lampung western number 13 years 2006 about organisational hierarchy and work procedure himpun pemekonan institutions. Lhp have the authority in discussing the draft regulation pekon with peratin, carry out surveillance on the rules and regulations peratin pekon. Before the rule pekon issued first meeting was organized discussion the draft regulation pekon puralaksana and then pekon rules set and removed. (2) the barrier lhp in the formation of regulations pekon namely the human resources for lack of knowledge their duty and authority that caused by
educational background and professional limited in daily as farmers in pekon. In addition a factor barrier is the lack of budget in costs.
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